CORE PATH (38-18)
Multi-use

Ponds
Patios
dryscaping
Garden Paths
Fire Pit Areas
Nature Paths
Dining Areas
the road to the future is unpaved

CORE Foundations

Our honeycomb interconnecting panels form a
turf. They are perfect for ponds, dryscaping,
garden paths, dining areas, nature paths, and
more!

Wheelchair accessible

Aesthetically pleasing

Permeable

Safe & stable & strong

Affordable

low maintenance

Eco-friendly

High Load Capcaity

All weather conditions

Reduce GHG Emissions
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stabilizing base when filled with aggregate or

Landscaping Add-ons
CORE's innovative line of solar charged glow stones instantly create a brilliant and communitycentric feeling, and offer a durable and inexpensive way to bring light to dark areas around your
tiny home. Reduce your power usage and limit light pollution with Core Glow stones.
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CORE

GLOW

Aesthetically pleasing

12+ hours of glow

Safe & durable

Reduces light pollution

Compliant with dark sky policy

Lights up pathways

Lasts 20+ years

Charges with sunlight

illuminate your Life
coreglow.ca

Landscaping Add-ons
MODULAR PRIVACY SCREENS
CORE lightweight, durable,
and beautiful privacy
screens are a simple, quick,
and versatile way to create
privacy and personality to
your tiny home space.
Browse through dozens of
options and order easily
online. We also work with
clients to create custom
designs - just get in touch!
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SCREEN SPECS

Made from durable, weather-proof, paint-ready PVC
Approved for interior and exterior use
Thickness: .4 in (1 cm)
Texture: wood grain

ORDERING

OPTIONS

Colour: black, antique brown
40+ designs, see full collection online

Our Mission

Online: corelandscapeproducts.ca
Easy ordering via www.coreglow.ca and www.neatfacades.com.
You can also find us on Amazon: https://tinyurl.com/u3mw7ks

By Phone: 1 (855) 777 - 2673
CORE Landscape Products is open from 9-4:30 PST Monday
through Friday. Call to speak with a real human being - our
team is here to help.

In Store: Available In locations across North America
Check our site for a location near you.

A MESSAGE FROM OUR FOUNDER

CORE Landscape Products was
founded on the belief that we all
have the ability to improve our
environment. For us at CORE,
that means creating products
that both enrich our
environment and are sustainable.
Our philosophy comes from years
of work in the environmental and
development field, and a desire
to provide a unique quality of
service to our clients.
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CORE LANDSCAPE PRODUCTS

